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The dictionary definition of cypher is ‘a secret or disguised way of writing’. In many ways, this is the essence of comics storytelling – the image, rather than the word, is a disguise for many words, that can convey meaning, emotion, and can re/frame an entire narrative.

Rap and hip hop culture has taken the word and ascribed a new meaning: ‘an informal gathering of rappers, beatboxers and/or breakdancers in a circle, in order to jam musically together.’ This, too, we find relevant to this project, in that we are bringing together artists and HRDs in freestyle collaboration of activism and art with the aim of informing, elevating and inspiring.

For us, this captures the spirit of why we are working in comics and guides how we facilitate the process of creative production.
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Deep cuts into the earth, scarring the landscape and removing whole mountaintops for small minerals. The physical manifestation of this activity impacts more than just the landscape; it pollutes the water and the air, breaks backs and infects lungs of laborers.

For human rights defenders who challenge mining operations, defend the rights and health of communities and demand better labor conditions, this is one of the most dangerous sectors to work in. The economic power of extractive companies combined with the economic and political interests of local elites, means HRDs face unimaginable odds.

But as these stories show, the struggle is life.
Editorial

I grew up with “The customer is king” (back then it was still “king”) and “At your service”. Two sentences invented to keep me, the eternal consumer, delusionally happy and coming back. Everything is available in an instant, a dial tone or mouse click away. All fruits at all seasons, every new electronic gadget every half year at my whim. A never ending cornucopia. Unquestioned, for I deserve it, don’t I? As hard as I work – demand and supply - in this fast paced city, meeting my deadlines and work accomplishments become imaginary trophies rewarded by the comfort in which I can accomplish this fast pace of success.

Receiving another convenient delivery at my doorstep while humming that Brecht song ‘The Wife of the (Nazi-)Soldier’. Goering’s question “Do you want butter or canons” collapses today into “Both” for to be able to meet our consuming demands, both comfortable and comforting, “canons” are sent out to take and secure huge areas of mining operations in regions rich of minerals. Gold, copper, aluminum, silver, titanium, coltan. Just about all our digital technology – mobile phones, laptops, batteries, etc.- require “rare earth minerals”. Regions far, far away are turned into industrial deserts, generating migration, poverty, exceedingly harsh and hazardous labor conditions, uninhabitable places and climate catastrophes. And all for what? To satisfy the primary economic force, profit? Can we really sacrifice large regions and their peoples for the questionable and shortsighted well being of others?

I’m well aware of that our current lives and life supplies have become far more complicated and deeply entwined than a ‘simple’ “Stop the War” bumper sticker. To put a much needed halt to the by now greedy force of profit1, we finally should turn to those inclusive green economy strategies we have tossed aside for far too long. Yes, it’ll ask us for some discomfort or a shift of our existing discomfort and probably lower profit margin for some. Developing sustainable economic strategies like investing in biodiversity2 have been proven economically successful as well as keeping the environment, and thus our life source, intact.

Since I, as a consumer, am “king”, I want “butter” as a long-lasting nutrition of quality it once was and not a hollow selling gadget that destroys lives and leaves me unsatisfied and in need of my next fix. For that, I must alter my demands for instant comfort and turn the “canons” around in order to prevent “going Green” to become another superficial profitable gadget.

April 2021

1 Levinsky, R.: The story of my accident is ours, 2013
2 Agriculture, forestry and fisheries products, stable natural hydrological cycles, fertile soils, a balanced climate and numerous other vital ecosystem services depend upon the conservation of biological diversity. Food production relies on biodiversity for a variety of food plants, pollination, pest control, nutrient provision, genetic diversity, and disease prevention and control. Both medicinal plants and manufactured pharmaceuticals rely on biodiversity. Decreased biodiversity can lead to increased transmission of diseases to humans and increased healthcare costs. The outdoor tourism industry relies on biodiversity to create and maintain that which tourists come to see, as does the multi-billion dollar fishing and hunting industry.
Centerra Gold’s Gatsuurt project is about a two-hour drive north from Mongolia’s capital Ulaanbaatar, in the sparsely populated Selenge province. The area is home to springs that are tributaries of the Selenge river, which flows into the Russian lake Baikal. The province boasts some beautiful scenery: forests, farmland and pasture.

Mongolian activists see the Centerra open pit mine as a threat to the local way of life, aside from the public dispute with Centerra over the right to access and worship Mount Noyon, a sacred place in Mongolian culture and history which, according to local accounts, has been fenced off on legal grounds shrouded in ambiguity. A government keen to attract foreign investment, has repeatedly sided with corporate mining interests, despite an active environmentalist movement across the country.

Aside from gold, Mongolia is rich in minerals and other natural resources that are sought after by some of the largest corporate mining interests in the world. Environmental defenders and anti-corruption activists face well-financed opposition that is tied to political power in the country, in an effort to preserve the land, way of life and health of the Mongolian people.
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Leaving Chinggis Khan International Airport on a cold and sunny morning, we pass a large mural of the founder of the Mongol Empire of the same name, ...

As we head to downtown Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia’s capital, we pass a lot of infrastructure left over from its Soviet era, awkwardly juxtaposed next to more modern-looking buildings.
We’re in Mongolia to meet with local activists who have been campaigning against mining… in particular, gold mining…

…in particular, against Canadian based Centerra Gold.

The key to understanding the perilous situation in Mongolia is the “Law to Prohibit Mineral Exploration and Mining Operations at Headwaters of Rivers, Protected Zones of Water Reservoirs, and Forested Areas”…

Law with the Long Name

After settling into our hotel,

We meet Solongo Zorigt, an activist with rivers without boundaries. We walk a short distance to a state department store to meet our translator Khas, and Sukhgerel Dugarseren, director of Oyu Tolgoi Watch, a Mongolian NGO.
WE GO TO A CAFE ATOP THE DEPARTMENT STORE...

I’LL TRY TO GIVE YOU A BRIEF HISTORY OF THIS LAW...

IN THE LATE 90s AND EARLY 2000s, MONGOLIA LIBERALIZED ITS MINING INDUSTRY, ISSUING LICENSES TO ABOUT 40% OF MONGOLIAN TERRITORY.

SOLONGO

THIS THREATENED NOT ONLY IMPORTANT WATER SOURCES AND GRAZING LANDS FOR ANIMALS...
"...but also nomadic herders and challenged traditionally held values and rights to land."

"In 2009, the United Movement of Mongolian Rivers and Lakes (UMMRL) was formed by Tsot and Munkhbayar and other local leaders, who were able to pressure the government into adopting the law with the long name. The law would create protection zones around vulnerable sources of water, and alleviate tension between herders and miners..."

However...

It was not implemented due to opposition from western mining companies, and corrupt government officials. In 2010, the president of Centerra Boroo Gold, John Kazakoff, was filmed saying..."
...Currently, there’s a lot of lobbying by the mining association to amend the law, and it will be amended eventually.

Given the level of opposition to implementing the law, in 2011, UMMRL, with Fire Nation Alliance, organized an ingenious occupation of the central square in Ulaan Baatar, turning the square into a huge nomadic camp.

"Hundreds rode into the city on horseback from many regions of Mongolia demanding protection of their land and for the government to fully implement the law with the long name..."

"After the occupation, UMMRL successfully sued the government to force it to implement the law. In the next couple of years, mining companies were forced to stop working in areas with rivers and forests, and protection zones were delineated.

"Some even shot arrows at the parliament building..."
"In spite of this progress, in 2013, the government was reshuffled, and implementation of the law was scrapped. An amendment to the law that would allow mining to resume in environmentally sensitive areas was proposed in a special session of Parliament in September. On September 16, representatives from 11 NGOs started a protest outside the governmental palace and attempted to deliver a petition against the amendment to Parliament...

"Some of the protesters, including Munkhbayar, were pictured with old hunting rifles...

State security officials suddenly arrested 3 people, including Munkhbayar...

A rifle was accidentally discharged during the melee. It was not fired by Munkhbayar, and according to the police, it was not on purpose, and no one was harmed...

The media, under government influence, smeared the protest as a mass murder attempt...

The cover of "Tom Magazine" reads "Green Terror."

During the trial, the state refused to investigate who actually fired the gun. Munkhbayar and 5 others were found guilty, and all but one were sentenced to 21.5 years in prison..."

*The sentence was later reduced by an average of 72%
“In January 2015, the amendment was passed on the eve of the Mongolian New Year, allowing Centerra to resume mining at the Gaatsurt Mine. In February, groups from the Mount Noyon area came to Ulaanbaatar to begin a hunger strike in protest over this decision...”

“Mount Noyon, which is considered sacred by many, is very close to the Gaatsurt Mine.”

“Thousands came to support the hunger strikers at the protest camp, including shamans and independent MPs. Despite this, the amendment was passed on the eve of the Mongolian New Year. This would allow mining to resume for 2 years...”

“That about covers the basics of the law with the long name. Tomorrow you’ll be going to Gaatsurt, and you’ll see for yourselves...”

“Over 300 riot police broke up the camp... all because of 11 hunger strikers...”
WE SET OFF EARLY THE NEXT MORNING...

DRIVING 3 HOURS NORTH

RUSSIA
ULAANBAATAR
MONGOLIA
GATSURT
ULAANBAATAR

... IN A 4x4 MINI VAN THAT REMINDS ME...

OF A LUNAR ROVER.

I NOTICE THAT THE STEERING WHEEL IS LOCATED ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE...

... EVEN THOUGH WE'RE ALSO DRIVING ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE ROAD.

WHICH MAKES PASSING OTHER VEHICLES...

A BIT OF A GUESSING GAME.

AFTER A COUPLE OF HOURS, WE PULL OVER FOR A BREAK WHILE SETTING UP FOR AN INTERVIEW.

... A BAND OF WILD HORSES SUDDENLY GALLOPS OFF.
BAATARKHUVAG, FROM FIRE NATION, EXPLAINS WHY MINING NEAR MOUNT NOYON IS SUCH A CONTENTIOUS ISSUE...

THE FIRST MONGOL EMPIRE, CALLED XIONGNU, WAS ESTABLISHED MORE THAN 2200 YEARS AGO...

KINGS AND QUEENS OF THE XIONGNU EMPIRE WERE BURIED AT MOUNT NOYON. THERE'S OVER 220 TOMBS IN SUNGITIN VALLEY, WHICH FACES THE SOUTH西WEST...

THE SOUTHERN EDGE OF THE LARGEST PERMAFROST FORMATION IN EURASIA ENDS HERE AT MOUNT NOYON. BECAUSE THIS MOUNTAIN GIVES LIFE TO HUMANS, ANIMALS AND NATURE...

... WE WORSHIP THIS MOUNTAIN IN OUR HEARTS.

HEADING TO THE NEAREST TOWN TO THE MINING SITE - A RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF ABOUT 25,000 CALLED MANDALA - WE VEER OFF THE MAIN ROAD AND ONTO A DIRT TRACK. WE'RE MET BY A MAN ON A SMALL MOTORBIKE, AND FOLLOW HIM ALONG A BUMPY ROAD INTO TOWN.

WE PASS BY A NEARBY MOUNTAIN RESEMBLING A LION. LOCAL Lore HAS IT THAT IT KEEPS A PROTECTIVE WATCH OVER THE REGION...
WE FOLLOW THE MAN ON THE MOTORBIKE, A LOCAL HERDER NAMED UYGUNKHUU SANjid, TO A HOTEL FOR LUNCH...

WE PARK NEXT TO A CAR...

NINJA MINER.

...COVERED IN MUD.

YES, NINJA.

NINJA MINERS ARE PEOPLE WHO MINE WITH THEIR OWN EQUIPMENT, WORKING INDEPENDENTLY. TECHNICALLY, IT'S ILLEGAL.
After lunch, Uvugunkhui travels with us to an old governmental building on the outskirts of town. We are meeting Tseregnaam Osorral, who started the ‘Let’s Save Mt. Noyon Movement’, and was one of the hunger strikers mentioned earlier. Wearing a flamboyant purple sweater, she talks with critics, the result of a recent knife attack.

Today’s issue on Mt. Noyon shows the true face of transnational corporations. Centerra Gold preys on developing countries. They preved on Kyrgyzstan at the Kumtor mine in the same way.

If Centerra exploits the site at Mount Noyon, anything can happen, even a revolution.

Have you been threatened directly by Centerra?

No, no direct threats - they do it indirectly.

I know the person who hired an assassin to stab me. There is talk...

Of $1000. My legs are worth $1000.

On the drive back to town, we again abruptly pull off the road.

Surrounded by his cows, Uvugunkhui describes changes to the Kharaa River.

The Kharaa River joins the Selenge River, which flows into Lake Baikal, the largest freshwater lake in the world.

When the mining starts again, all the rivers coming out of Mt. Noyon will be contaminated.
"When Gaatsu is mining the site Centerra will exploit at Mt. Novon, hairless lambs and calves were born... I lost about 80% of my animals."

Later that night, at Uvgunkhull's house...
The next day, we head out to Livgunkhuli’s summer camp in a sleepy valley, where he has a Ger. Later on, we drive to the mine entrance, about 5 miles away. We stop at a cell phone tower, erected by Centerra, near the entrance, to get a better view.

The mine is just around that bend over there.

As we pass the entrance again, Livgunkhuli has an idea...

Quick! Let me out!

I want to talk to these guards...

We’re in! I promised to give them a bottle of milk on the way out.

Hey! Be discreet... the ninja miners might throw rocks at you if they see you...

Just to be clear—The Gaatsburg mine was previously owned and operated by a Mongolian company, Gaatsburg LLC, that sold its claim to Centerra. The mine is currently not operating on an industrial scale, as it was suspended in 2010. However, the amendments to the law with the long name, along with the designation of the mine as a site of strategic importance, could see the mine resume operations at full capacity... soon.
As we drive through the site, we don’t see Centerra’s name anywhere. We drive through a low valley, and up a path to a clearing opposite a terraced hill where hundreds of Ninja miners dig deep for gold.

The “solution,” of course, as argued by certain MPs, would be to let a “responsible” company like Centerra to do the mining and land reclamation, and drive out this illegal activity... Centerra knows the Ninja miners are here. Guards let them in!

For about the last decade, hundreds of thousands of Mongolians, across the country, have become Ninja miners, earning an average of $10 USD a day. The work is brutal and dangerous, but still has the potential of providing an income that exceeds what most doctors or teachers earn. But I’m perplexed: if this is illegal, why are they allowed access here, on Centerra’s property? There is a theory, Solongo explains, that Centerra allows Ninja mining here because it creates a problem: illegal and irresponsible digging up of the Earth.

Centerra has also claimed that the popular opposition to the mine is about exporting money from Centerra than about protecting a culturally and environmentally important area. Centerra used the same tactic at the Kumtor mine in Kyrgyzstan...

...speaking of which...
This is Kumtor gold mine, owned and operated by Centerra.

Located near China, it's the largest open pit mine in Central Asia...

Almost from its inception, Kumtor, has been mired in bribery and corruption scandals.

In 2013, large-scale protests erupted in the nearby town of Saryru, over Kumtor's social and environmental impact. The army was called in and a ten-day state of emergency was declared. Scores of activists were arrested and allegedly tortured in jail. The mine contributes nearly 25% of all industrial output in Kyrgyzstan and is heavily backed by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
Given its history of environmental and political controversy, we thought it would be insightful to visit the area as a way to foretell what may be in store for Mongolia. We traveled to Sarru as a part of a delegation with NGOs Bank Watch and Oyu Tolgoi Watch. As soon as we arrived in Sarru, we were greeted by angry locals threatening violence unless we left. We were later told that the state security services had visited Sarru the night before and warned locals there would be dire consequences if they did not expel us from town. They claimed we were American spies...

Returning to our guesthouse in Karakol, we discovered we were being followed.

The security services eventually arrived at our guesthouse, threatening arrest and deportation.

The first time ever I saw your face...

We were eventually allowed to leave...

...but were followed everywhere back in the capital Bishkek...

* Actual song playing while under surveillance in a cafe
BACK IN MONGOLIA, NEAR MT. NOYON -

INITIAL ESTIMATES SHOWED THERE WERE 200 TONS OF GOLD BENEATH OUR FEET HERE, BUT THAT'S BEEN DOWNGRADED TO 70 TONS...

WHEN 1000 KG OF GOLD IS EXPLOITED, THE LIFE OF 1000 PEOPLE IS DESTROYED, AND THE ENVIRONMENT IS RUINED FOR 1000 YEARS...

AS WE LEAVE, WE PASS SOME SECURITY GUARDS. UVGLIKHUU GETS OUT AND MARCHES TOWARDS THEM.

HOW CAN I? THERE ARE TOO MANY OF THEM! IT'S IMPOSSIBLE!

WHEN HE SUGGESTS THE GUARDS SHOULD PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT AND NOT LET THE NINJAS ON SITE—
WE SOON HEAD BACK TO ULAANBAATAR, AND THE NEXT DAY WE PRESS ON, DRIVING HUNDREDS OF MILES SOUTH...

SUDDENLY WE VEER OFF THE MAIN ROAD AND DRIVE THROUGH A FIELD . . .

. . . UNBOUNDED BY FENCES OR ROADS . . .

. . . DURING A BLIZZARD . . .

AS THE BLIZZARD SUBSIDES, WE STOP AT A GER FOR A QUICK CHAT WITH A COUSIN OF OUR DRIVER . . .

IT FEELS LIKE WE'RE ON THE MOON.

. . . THEN WE DRIVE ON . . .
The next day, we continue to the west towards a range of snow-capped mountains. Following tire tracks, sometimes straight up mountain passes, we eventually arrive at the small town of Liyang, near the Ongii River.

The two local rivers that feed the Ongii—the Buuruljut and the Uld—have been severely affected by illegal mining...

We meet the secretary of the Citizens' Representative Council, Davaasuren Davadagva, in his office in a pink governmental building.

The mining license has been issued to the company, but its location was an area under special protection. So we asked to cancel the license. The companies quickly change their names or transfer to daughter companies.

So we are suing them all.
"THERE'S BEEN THIS AMENDMENT TO THE LAW WITH THE LONG NAME, RIGHT? I THINK SETTING THE WATER PROTECTION BUFFER AT 50 METERS FROM THE RIVER'S EDGE IS TOO SHORT A DISTANCE BEFORE IT WAS 200 METERS, RIGHT?"

"TIRES AND CHAINS FROM SEVERAL TONS OF MACHINERY WILL DESTROY THE AREA, AND NOTHING WILL BE LEFT WITHIN 50 METERS…"

"WE'RE NOW STANDING ON A RIDGE OF A SMALL MOUNTAIN, OVERLOOKING A MINING OPERATION IN A VALLEY BELOW…"

"WE ARE NOW AT UILD VALLEY IN LIVANGA WHERE MINING COMPANIES ARE EXPLOITING THE GOLD."

"THE BIGGEST GROUP OF DEPOSITS IS HERE – THE UILD RIVER DEPOSIT."

TSERENKHAND, LEADER OF THE ANGIR NUDEN-MUNDOUKHEI MOVEMENT, EXPLAINS CHANGES TO THE ONGII RIVER AND ITS TRIBUTARIES.

IN 2011 AND 2012, AN EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE CAUSED BY THE PROCESS OF GOLD EXPLOITATION ON THIS DEPOSIT…

WAS EVALUATED AT $16,170,000 USD. THE WATER SOURCE FOR THE RIVER IS HERE, BUT THE MINING COMPANY IS DRILLING NEXT TO IT…

ALL OF THIS AREA SHOULD BE PROTECTED UNDER THE LAW WITH THE LONG NAME."
WE DRIVE NW FOR 5 MILES, INTO THE VALLEY OF THE BUURUUJUUT RIVER. THIS IS A WIDE OPEN PLAIN, WHERE NUMEROUS SMALL SCALE MINING SITES ARE OPERATING. WE DRIVE STRAIGHT INTO ONE TO HAVE A LOOK AROUND, JUST METERS AWAY FROM THE RIVER.

THE MAJOR RIVERS THAT WOULD FLOW INTO THE ONGH RIVER WERE THESE RIVERS—THE BUURUUJUUT AND THE ILIHD. MANY NOMADS USED TO LIVE ALONG THE ILIHD RIVER.

THEY HAD A NOMADIC LIFESTYLE BUT DUE TO ILLEGAL MINING ACTIVITY, THEY HAVE MOVED HERE, NEAR THE BUURUUJUUT RIVER.

Diggers dump tons of earth into hoppers like this...

...where water and mud fall through and collect into a pond...

Water sprays the earth into a rotating barrel...
This is one of many similar operations in this valley, each with its own workers' camps and stores. There is not a trace of the Huld River left in satellite imagery, just a long, barren scar, marked by mining sites.

...while rocks are channeled into another pile.
LATER ON, WE VISIT A PLANTATION OWNED BY A COUPLE, OYUNGEL AND CHIMID.

MUNKHBAAR HAD THE IDEA OF PLANTING SEABUCKTHORN HERE...

WHEN I WAS A CHILD, THE VEGETATION HERE WAS VERY RICH. AND THE RIVER WOULD OVERFLOW 3 TIMES A YEAR. THE ELDERS USED TO TALK OF...

...PEOPLE WANTING TO DIG GOLD HERE AND IT THAT HAPPENED...

...THE GRASS WOULD GROW LIKE A SILK PATTERN ON A ROBE... IN OTHER WORDS, IT'D BE VERY SCARCE!

BACK INSIDE THEIR GER, OYUNGEL WEIGHS A KILO OF SEABUCKTHORN BERRIES FOR US...

BUT I WENT!

TAKE A LOOK AT MY PHOTOS!

HERE, A YOUNGER CHIMID SITS WITH MUNKHBAAR WITH ONE OF THE FIRST SEABUCKTHORN PLANTS. THERE ARE NOW HUNDREDS OF PLANTS HERE...

...AND HERE'S CHIMID AT THE PROTEST WITH TSERENNAMID, FROM EARLIER IN THE STORY.
WE GET LOST SEVERAL TIMES ON OUR SLOW JOURNEY BACK TO ULAAN BAA'TAR, AND STOP FREQUENTLY TO ASK DIRECTIONS.

AS OUR DRIVER MEETS WITH A FAMILY TO ASK DIRECTIONS (AND BE OFFERED THE CUSTOMARY WHITE, SALTY TEA), I STAND OUTSIDE WITH SOLONGO, WATCHING MICE PLAY IN THE DRY GRASS AS THE SUN SETS. SHE CASUALLY SAYS -

OH LOOK! I THINK THAT'S A DEER STONE... YES, I'M SURE IT IS. THIS HAS BEEN HERE SINCE THE BRONZE AGE!

I'M SUDDENLY AWARE OF HOW THIS LAND HAS SCARCELY CHANGED IN 5000 YEARS, AND NOMADS, SUCH AS THE FAMILY WE'RE ASKING DIRECTIONS FROM HAVE EXISTED IN PLAINS LIKE THIS FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS AS WELL. AND YET... LESS THAN AN HOUR AWAY, THE VALLEY AND RIVER BEDS ARE RAPIDLY BEING CHANGED, INREVERSIBLY, IN THE NAME OF WEALTH AND PROGRESS...
Zambia

In the Zambian Copperbelt region, communities living around the mines and smelters of Vedanta’s copper subsidiary Konkola Copper Mines staged two days of protests in Chingola town on 1st and 2nd August 2015. They decried KCM’s continued pollution of the River Kafue and local streams, which have left the water devoid of life, and communities with long term health problems and without clean water. Most of the protesters are also victims of the major pollution of the river Kafue by Vedanta in 2006, which affected up to 40,000 Zambians.

With expanded investment in the mining sector by China over the last few years, exploitation of Zambia’s mineral resources are increasingly out of the control of Zambians, a situation made worse by the heavy foreign debt incurred by the government.

Human rights defenders continue to organize to try to clean up the mining sector and hold companies and the government accountable for environmental damage, health issues and labor rights violations. With presidential elections in 2021, and inequality a major issue for the electorate, the mining sector is under intense scrutiny, even as violations persist.
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Elijah Chisombo, Kasanj Village Headman.

Can you tell us in your words, what happened at the meeting?

Who was at the meeting and essentially, what happened that has caused problems today?

On 7th October, Chief Mukumbi crossed the river and came to this area which is ruled by Chief Musele.

We welcomed Chief Mukumbi as per African tradition.

After the pleasantries, Chief Mukumbi began to explain the boundaries of his chefdom.
My chiefdom borders Kaleya river and stretches all the way to the Kalumbila Mountain. It also extends to the DR Congo border.

Now, I come to you brethren to seek advice on when exactly I can evict the people of Kasanjii from my land.

...Because I've come to learn that those people have connived with Kalumbila Mine to create Kalumbila District in Kansanjii!

But before we can accept that Mwembeji is the administrative centre, I would like everyone living in Kansanjii to be evicted.

We would rather this administrative centre be set up across the river Mwembeji, which is part of my chiefdom.
The residents of Kasangi are unknown to me, they are foreigners.

Before settling in Kasangi, they should have sought permission from my appointed group leader, Mutamburika.

These people have gone unchecked. I've seen a beautiful house on the river, Nyaswe. I don't even know where its owner came from!

There is also another man, Lawrence Mwanangombe from Musele's area...

...He was on television once, talking about how beautiful one 'chief' Musele's area is.

Mwanangombe was telling lies!

He was telling lies because I only know and recognize three chiefs, including myself! There is no other chief in this area.
I therefore declare that within seven days, the people of Kansanji should vacate the area. I don't want them in my chiefdom.

After seven days I will return with my forces, and I will move through each village, asking them who gave them permission to settle there.

If I find out that Mutambara ka did not grant them stay, I will have them arrested. And if they resist, I will destroy them.

Only then will I be able to explain thoroughly the declaration of Mwembezi as the administrative centre of the new district.

At the meeting, Mukumbi was in the company of the Zambia National Service, a division of the Zambia defense forces.

They usually talk about agriculture in this area. But this time, they did not.

It was clear that they had come to assist Mukumbi in his bid to evict people from this area.
That was the day I saw the omen.

That was the day I saw the owl.

In our culture, owls are an indicator of ill to come.

I knew then that things would not be well.
My name is Laurence Mwanang'ombe, and I was co-opted into the task force committee by His Royal Highness, Senor Chief Musele.

The chef felt that as a retired teacher, I had the skills to help the community.

The task force committee is the voice of the voiceless.

I've attended a number of workshops and I educate people on human rights, as well as what the mine wants to do for the community.

I've also been on TV and radio as spokesperson for Kasanji and the Musele Task Force.
There is one thing I should mention. I suspect that having been in the former ruling government, Chief Mukumbi had access to old mineral maps.

Mukumbi knows that there are mineral deposits in Musele’s chiefdom. The pronouncement by the president that this area be given district status has disturbed his thinking!

The investor wants to profit from the minerals, so they approached our chief before talking to the government.

When they saw that the chief was agreeable, they approached the government.

The investor made their negotiations before the elections in 2011.

National leaders would need money for their campaigns..
Did the mine... Em, the investor fulfil any of their promises?  

Some of them, for instance, a number of young people were sponsored to go to a trade institute in Mwinilunga.

But a number of promises remain unfulfilled.

His Highness began to worry. His subjects were talking.

Families had been torn apart. Prostitution was on the rise. The water supply was not fit for consumption.

The trouble is there is no legislation to address the issues of investment. And so, His Highness formed the task force to tackle this.

I'm glad he recruited me. Our people had been forsaken. We've made progress in getting the investor and the people to talk.
I just hope the people haven’t lost faith in us completely.

SIR, THERE ARE SOME WOMEN OUTSIDE WHO SEEK AN AUDIENCE WITH YOU.

THANK YOU FOR AGREEING TO SEE US.
WE’RE FROM WANTAMBO VILLAGE AND WE FEEL WE’VE BEEN UNJUSTLY TREATED BY THE MINE. WE’VE TOLD OUR STORY MANY TIMES, BUT OUR COMPLAINTS HAVE NOT BEEN HEARD.

WE WERE RELOCATED FROM OUR HOMES AND PROMISED HOUSING, JOBS AT THE MINE, NEW FARMING LAND AND MORE... WHAT WE GOT WAS AN UNFINISHED CLINIC, CONTAMINATED WATER AND RESTRICTIONS.

WE’VE NOT BEEN ALLOWED TO FARM FOR FOUR YEARS AND OUR SETTLEMENTS ARE FENCED OFF. HOW ARE WE SUPPOSED TO MAKE A LIVING? PERHAPS SOMEONE ELSE SHOULD SPEAK NOW...

IT’S HARD TO MAKE A LIVING BECAUSE MANY WOMEN THAT GOT JOBS AT THE MINE WERE LET GO AFTER A YEAR AND WERE NOT PAID.

OUR HUSBANDS ON THE OTHER HAND HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED BY THE MINE AND HAVE MORE MONEY. THEY ARE MARRYING MORE WIVES AND THIS IS HARD ON US.

...IT’S HARD ON THE CHILDREN...
SO MUCH HAS HAPPENED...

PROSTITUTION IS ON THE RISE BECAUSE OF OUR HUSBANDS’ NEWFOUND MONEY...

WE HAVE BEEN FENCED OFF FROM FARMING LAND...

GENDER ROLES HAVE CHANGED NOW AND THE WOMEN ARE DOING THE HEAVY LIFTING...

WE CERTAINLY HOPE YOU CAN HELP US SOMEHOW...
...because our own headman cannot. He defied the mine and stayed on his land when we were relocated...

A desperate man...

What kind of a man visits at this hour?
I APOLOGISE FOR COMING HERE AT THIS HOUR. MY NAME IS LAURENCE. I REPRESENT THE NUSELE TASK FORCE. I HEARD ABOUT YOUR REFUSAL TO LEAVE THIS AREA.

NO. I'D LIKE TO HEAR YOUR SIDE OF THE STORY.

ARE YOU HERE TO CONVINCE ME TO LEAVE? BECAUSE I WON'T.

YOU SEE THAT CLAY POT BY YOUR FEET? THAT WAS WHAT OUR PEOPLE USED TO COOK BEFORE THE WHITE MAN CAME. BEFORE THE MINE, THE FOOD WAS EVEN MORE PALATABLE.

I CANNOT SIMPLY MOVE BECAUSE THE MINE SAYS TO. MY ANCESTORS LIVED OFF THIS VERY LAND.

I DO NOT WISH TO UPSET THEM.

THE GOVERNMENT COLLECTS TAXES FROM THE MINE, BUT THESE TAXES DO NOT HELP THE COMMON MAN IN THE OUTSKIRTS.

THESE 'INVESTORS' RUINED OUR WAY OF LIFE AND THEY'RE ASKING ME TO VACATE LAND THAT HAS BEEN Ours FOR GENERATIONS.
WE KNEW THE FORESTS WELL, WHERE WE COULD GATHER TASTY MUSHROOMS AND COLLECT SWEET HONEY FROM THE BEES...

...TODAY WE HAVE RESTRICTIONS ON OUR OWN LAND. WE'RE TOLD WHERE TO FARM, BUT ANIMALS DWELL THERE...

THE MINE COLLABORATED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES TO STOCK SOME FISH TO HELP SUSTAIN US. I'M CERTAIN THAT WATER IS CONTAMINATED...

I STILL CANNOT LEAVE OUR LAND. WHERE WILL I GO? THE MINE WON'T EVEN EMPLOY ME. IF YOUR TASK FORCE REALLY WANTS TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE, I SUGGEST YOU SEEK HELP.
Mr. Chisombo! How are you? To what do we owe this pleasure?

I've been deeply saddened by what I learned about the women from Wantambo. The mine has taken their home and I feel I must do something.

I just returned from Wantambo myself and spoke with the headman there. I fear the worst is yet to come.

I've been in touch with a man that may have some knowledge in dealing with these matters...

He has been working with Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace and speaking out on corruption by a mine in his hometown.

We must pay him a visit...
I have to ask, don't you think it would have been better to meet at a... quieter place?

Thank you for agreeing to meet with us, Eugene. This is Elijah Chisombo, he's the headman of Kansanji.

No, a public place is safer for all of us. You never know when they're watching.

In fact... I should turn off my phone now that you're here...

That was my brother... Now we can begin. Would you like something to drink?
YOU SAID SOMETHING ABOUT NEVER KNOWING WHEN THEY'RE WATCHING. WHO ARE "THEY"?

I'VE BEEN SPEAKING UP AGAINST ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL INJUSTICES FOR YEARS NOW. "THEY" ARE ANYBODY FROM THE GOVERNMENT TO MANAGEMENT AT KONKOLA COPPER MINES AND VEDANTA.

VEDANTA RESOURCES LIMITED IS THE HOLDING COMPANY FOR KCM IN CHINGOLA AND SINCE THEY TOOK OVER, THERE HAS BEEN GROSS POLLUTION AND MISCONDUCT BY THE MINE.

WE'VE ASKED THAT THE MINE RELOCATE PEOPLE FROM THESE DEATH TRAPS, BUT THEY'VE BEEN UNRESPONSIVE. THERE IS ALSO NO POLITICAL WILL TO IMPROVE THE AFFECTED PEOPLE'S LIVES.

I'VE BEEN WORKING WITH THE CCJP AND ACTION AID TO SENSITISE PEOPLE ON THE KIND OF LIFE THEY SHOULD DEMAND FOR FROM THE MINES. THEIR HOMES IN NCHANGA ARE DAMAGED DUE TO KCM'S ACTIVITIES.

NEW GOVERNMENT MINISTERS HAVE COME AND GONE. THEY COME IN PROMISING TO MAKE VEDANTA AND KCM PAY FOR THEIR PRACTICES BUT NOTHING HAPPENS. I'M CERTAIN THEY'RE TAKING Bribes.

THIS IS SAO WE CAME HERE SEEKING ADVICE. HAVE YOUR EFFORTS AND THOSE OF OTHERS YIELDED NO POSITIVE RESULTS?

THEY CALL ME AN ENEMY OF THE GOVERNMENT. I'VE RECEIVED DEATH THREATS AND Bribes FROM KNOWN GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND MANAGEMENT OF KCM.
WE'VE SEEN SOME POSITIVE RESULTS. FOLLOWING DEVASTATION TO THEIR LAND AND LIVELIHOODS BY KCM'S NCHANGA COPPER MINE'S ACTIVITIES, ALMOST TWO THOUSAND PEOPLE FROM THE COPPERBELT REPRESENTED BY THE LAW FIRM, LEIGH DAY PUSHED FOR VEDANTA TO BE SUED IN ENGLAND, THE COMPANY'S HQ. THE SUPREME COURT RECENTLY RULED IN THE PEOPLE'S FAVOUR...

...BUT THE DAMAGE HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE. TODAY HIPPO POOL, A NATURAL MONUMENT ON THE KAFUE RIVER HAS MORE MINING SLUDGE THAN HIPPOS.
THANK YOU FOR SHARING THIS INFORMATION WITH US.

YOU COULD START BY LOBBYING AND PUTTING PRESSURE ON YOUR COUNCILORS. ORGANISATIONS LIKE ACTION AID AND THE CCJP ARE REALLY HELPFUL.

SO WHAT WOULD YOU SUGGEST WE DO, EUGENE?

I MEAN WHAT CAN WE DO NOW!? YOU JUST TOLD US THAT POLITICIANS DON’T HAVE OUR INTERESTS AT HEART...

THESE THINGS TAKE TIME, LAURENCE. THE LAWSUIT AGAINST VEDANTA WAS FILED IN 2015 AND THE COMPANY KEPT APPEALING TO HIGHER COURTS. THE SUPREME COURTS IN LONDON ONLY RECENTLY SAW THE CASE AHEAD FOR THE CASE TO BE TRIED IN ENGLISH COURTS.

IT’S A SLOWING PROCESS, BUT WE STILL NEED TO HOLD THE MINES AND GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABLE. I HAVE A FAMILY, I’VE RECEIVED DEATH THREATS, BUT I REMAIN UNWAVERING. BECAUSE IF NOT US, THEN WHO?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME, EUGENE.

DON’T MENTION IT. I’LL PUT YOU IN TOUCH WITH SOME OF MY CONTACTS.
THANK YOU FOR SEEING US, YOUR HIGHNESS, FELLOW TASK FORCE MEMBERS...

I COME BEARING SOME BAD NEWS. IN OUR INVESTIGATIONS, WE'VE COME TO REALISE THAT EVEN WITH ALL THEIR PROMISES AND INVESTMENT, THE MINE DOES NOT REALLY HAVE OUR BEST INTERESTS AT HEART.

THEY'RE PURELY HERE FOR PROFIT AND WILL DO ANYTHING TO ACHIEVE THIS...

...EVEN IF IT MEANS TURNING US AGAINST EACH OTHER. MUKUMBI IS NOT OUR ENEMY, BUT AN UNWITTING PAWN IN THE INVESTOR'S GAME.
THE INVESTOR WILL NOT GO OUT OF THEIR WAY TO ENSURE THAT WE ARE SAFE AND EARNING A LIVING, WE NEED TO DO THAT OURSELVES...

WE'VE BEEN TOLD ABOUT THE ACTIVITIES OF ANOTHER MINE AND IF WE DO NOT KEEP OUR OWN IN CHECK, THEY WILL CONTINUE TO POISON OUR LAND AND REAP PROFITS.

DO NOT POISON THE LAND !!!

WHAT ABOUT FUTURE GENERATIONS

WE WANT TO FEEL SAFE

OUR PEOPLE ARE BEAUTIFUL AND OUR LAND EVEN MORE SO. WE MUST DO EVERYTHING IN OUR POWER TO ENSURE IT STAYS THAT WAY...
In 2011, residents of Imider in Morocco’s rural southeast shut down a silver mining company’s water pipe on a nearby mountain to protest the damages to their health and livelihoods. On August 20, 2011 when villagers climbed Mount Alebban to shut off a valve on an SMI pipeline that was diverting water from the mountain’s reservoir to flush the silver mine.

This direct action turned into the longest sit-in protest encampment in Moroccan history. Perched on a rugged mountain top, the camp has become a living archive of decades of struggle manifested in documents, drawings, poetry and songs.

The protest movement and its organizers faced intense repression from the government, while the community was forced to endure hardship.

On 17 September 2019, villagers of Imider, led by the Movement on the Road 96, decided to dismantle the protest camp of Albban, after 8 years of continuous struggle and resistance. The Movement has been investing in it since 2011, for years it organized strong local mobilization against the grabbing of water resources by Managem, the mining company which destroyed their livelihood, impoverished the local population, polluted and drained the groundwater, and refused to hear the local population’s distress calls and appeals to respect their rights to access to water.

The day following the Movement’s decision, local authorities bulldozed the camp.

Artist: anonymous
Water shortage, unemployment, pollution, diseases....

We are all suffering, our children are sick, and some people...

Some people didn’t have enough strength and they...

Died.
We couldn’t stay silent, so we started protesting...

They tried to stop us many, many times but we kept struggling and resisting.

Many of us made big sacrifices for this noble cause,

In 2015, more than 30 people were jailed.

I was one of the first to be arrested.
We were pepper sprayed and then I fainted...

I woke up later, at the police station...

They didn’t tell me why I was there, they didn’t let me call my family or a lawyer...

And the next day...
I was brought before the court. There wasn’t a formal investigation or interrogation.

Yes, it’s illegal, but you know... rules are made by those who can break them, without facing any consequences.

Only a few family members and colleagues were allowed in. I had no lawyer to defend me and no witnesses...

Together with three other activists, I was sentenced to 2 years and a half in jail.
Do you know what's the hardest thing when you are jailed?

It's not only that you are far away from your loved ones, that you can't study or work...

The worst thing is that you are constantly humiliated.

And there's nothing you can do to stop it.

We were often refused family visits, phone calls, any communication with the outside world.

And we were jailed in prisons far from where our families live.

They made us feel loneliness and rejection.

It worked pretty well I would say.
We asked to get some books to continue to study; first they ignored us...

then they refused.

No friends, no books...
It was hell, it was psychological torture.
I know I did it for the right cause...

For my people, for the oppressed...

But the time I spent in jail left me with a scar...

An invisible scar, one that will never heal.
But to understand what I’m talking about, you have to leave this room.

You should pack your things and leave Kabat.

But try to be discreet and stay undercover...

The police have surveillance on the camp all the time. But you need to go there...
Here we are finally! We’re about to see the longest protest camp in history.

The sit-in has been going on for over 7 years now!
At the camp, we will meet Moha, he will be our guide for the next few days.

Here he is!
Moha takes us to a small, simple hut, made of rocks and clay, with straw in the roof.

I hope you’ll enjoy staying with us in the camp.

Make yourselves at home!!
On the floor, there were beautiful blankets and colorful carpets, knitted by the local women.

We started chatting with Maha, while waiting for the tea to be ready. We were welcomed as if we were family!
The camp is on the top of a hill, Mount Alsbam.

Behind the hills across the valley, we could see the silver mine and its toxic fumes...

Next to it, the soil had turned white...

And life had started to fade...
This is because of the mercury, cyanide and other toxic waste that is dumped here.

No trees can grow over there... The land itself has been...

Killed...

...
An old lady and a young girl were sitting together, not too far from us, staring at the valley in front of them...

White fumes were rising from the mine, filling the valley with their poison.
AZUL: Hello

Moha and a few other people in the camp can speak Darija, the Moroccan Arabic dialect.

The lady and the little girl are speaking in Tamazight, the language of the Amazigh people.

Long time ago...

This valley was green... We had olive trees, fig trees, and small vegetable gardens...
We weren't rich, but we had everything we needed...

But then, they built this silver mine...
The mine is run by the SMI, a subsidiary of Managem, and the Moroccan royal family is the main shareholder of the company. Since it started extracting silver in 1978, SMI has been steadily expanding its operations, but none of the profit has trickled down to the local population...

This silver is mainly sold to European countries, to produce electronic devices, medical equipment, or shiny jewels...
The mine has polluted everything: the air, the water, the soil... and it has drained the already scarce water resources we had before.

Follow me, we're going to visit someone who can tell you how much suffering this mine has caused.
Walking along a rock path down the mountain, we go to the village of Imider, half an hour walk away.

Aicha welcomes us with a cup of tea, and she starts telling us her story. A story of oppression and injustice.

They have taken all our water. After they started exploiting the well on top of Mount Alibab, every time we opened the tap, only a few drops would come out.

In some houses, water turned red and people started getting sick...

We hadn't experienced this before...
They were suffering from serious allergies and diseases, that nobody had seen before...

This is why in 2011 we decided to close down the valve of the well. It was the only way to keep some water for our village, and to protect our land.
In August 2011, people from Imider and nearby villages gathered on the top of Mount Albban.

This is our land, this is our water! We will stay here to protect this well, to protect our rights! We will stay here until we win our battle!

The protest was peaceful but the mining company immediately called the police. In the first few months, 33 activists were arrested and jailed on trumped-up charges, and many were severely beaten.
My son was one of the first to be arrested...

They accused him of having stolen 18 grams of silver from the mine.

He was innocent...

They just wanted to show everybody what could happen to those protesting against the mine.

He was only 21. Instead of studying or working, he ended up spending 4 years in jail.

Despite the threats and the arrests, the community stayed united and strong.
We set up a protest camp around the well, to make sure the mining company wouldn’t try to use it again. It controls other wells in the area, but it never managed to get this one back.

I thought we would only stay here for a couple of days.

Seven years later, we are still here.

Then the days went by, the weeks, the months, the years...
At night, you could almost forget about the mine.
Under a sky with a million stars,
Imider’s valley seems the most uncontaminated place on earth.
No trace of human activity for miles and miles,
no sound but the barking of dogs.

After dinner,
we stay inside the hut all together.

We play chess
and we talk about the future.
The first protests started in the 1980s.

Then there was another protest in 1996.

And this is why we call our movement, "Road 1996".

Almost three decades have passed, but our demands haven’t changed.
I wish the mine wasn’t here, but we can’t do much about that, so we are asking the company at least to employ local people and to respect high environmental standards...

We are just asking them not to dump their waste in our land, and to stop using all our water.

But they have turned a blind eye to our requests.
In the morning, the women wake up to bake “agrom”, the bread, using the same recipe they learned from their grandmothers.

One of the finest Moroccan breads, simple but delicious.

The outside is crunchy, but it’s fluffy inside, and it goes well with olive oil or butter...
We take turns, so that there’s always someone here in the camp.

We sleep in these huts, we cook inside here.

We weave blankets to keep us warm at night. The winter is harsh up here, but we have no choice but to resist.

Usually only a dozen of people remain in the camp, but once a week everyone goes up there for “Agrow”.
An ancient tradition of the Amazigh people, Agraw is a democratic form of decision-making. The villagers sit down in a circle and discuss the community's problems, new strategies and forms of protests, or future activities...

During Agraw, men occupy half of the circle and women the other half, but everyone—no matter their age or gender—has the chance to express their ideas.

Only after consensus among all participants is reached, important decisions can be taken.
Sometimes we wonder how we managed to resist for so long.

We share the same struggle with other indigenous and environmental defenders around the world...

We are not alone, and this gives us hope.
The day we had to leave the camp...

The young girl came to say goodbye...

This is the land of our ancestors, we won't give up. I don't know when it will happen, but one day we'll see again some beautiful olive trees here, I am sure. They will smell like the ones my grandmother always speak about.
This story ends here, but the resistance does not end...
“The top of Artvin is more valuable than gold”

Mines, dams, and access roads have already scarred much of the landscape around Artvin, where activists rallied in recent years to prevent a gold mine from being constructed in Cerattepe, part of the mountainous recreational area.

The Cerattepe hill overlooking the city of Artvin in Turkey’s northeast is one of the country’s most idyllic areas of natural beauty. The area is one of the most biodiverse in Turkey, home to more than 600 plant species, 26 of which are distinct to the area, and hundreds of animal types including roe deer, wild boar and grey wolves.

Yet, mining companies have long coveted Cerattepe, which is home to huge reserves of copper, gold, silver and mercury. In 1988 and 1989, the ministry of Energy and Natural Resources issued mineral exploration and preliminary operation licenses to the Canadian company, Cominco despite the results of an earlier field exploration that the MTA (Mineral Research and Exploration) had carried out. Ever since then, the people in Artvin have struggled to stop the gold and copper mining efforts offering alternative plans for a successful economical way to benefit not only the region, but all of Turkey and keeping the environment in tact.

Having been successful with stopping foreign investors to carry out their mining efforts in the past, all changed with the efforts of the current administration. With their ruthless short term profit driven goals benefitting a few their use of administrative resources, executive and juridical forces, have left the people of Artvin in a “forever fight” for the survival of their homes and the environment.

The Green Artvin Association, led by its President, Nur Neşe Karahan, has led protests to stop the eradication of a forest that would make way for an open pit mine in the area. Local activists have blocked roads and have been confronted by police and security forces.

yesilartvindernegi.org
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Cerattepe is a hill that is very close to the town of Artvin, in northeastern Turkey.

It is noted for its unique biodiversity and natural beauty, as well as being the source of water supply for the town.

Artvin’s picturesque forests are cited among the world’s top 100 in terms of natural riches, lying on a bird migration route and boasting a diverse ecosystem and endemic flora. They are also recognized as one of the world’s most endangered biodiversity ‘hotspots’.

In 1985, MTA (Mineral Research and Exploration) started field exploration works at the site. As a result of these works, four borings, whose total length was close to 1 km, were suggested.

In 1986, these explorations were carried out.

An economically significant source could not be found.

This is Nese Karahan. She head of the Green Artvin Association, of which she has been a member since its founding. She owns a bakery in Artvin.
Yet in 1988 and 1989 the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources issued mining exploration licenses for gold and copper mining to the Canadian company Cominco for the site.

Cominco build this tunnel much wider than needed for the licensed probing.

Clearly it was meant for future mining operations.
After the exploration works in 1994, we experienced the first adverse effects.

Cows died.

We thought maybe this was because of the water being contaminated by chemicals used during the probing.

The water in some of the creeks looked greenish...

The samples, which were taken from these dead cows and sent for analysis in order to
investigate this matter

were lost by the authorities...
We started to investigate the impact of those exploration works.

What are the environmental consequences of gold and copper mining?

The people of Artvin established the Green Artvin Association in order to be better informed about the exploration works and to participate in the process.

The mining worried all of us because of the unique conditions in Artvin.

The same year, the Association invited many academics from various universities and departments and asked them to carry out an investigation in the area of Cerattepe.

The results were presented at the Gold Mining and its Environmental Consequences Panel which we organized.
Our fears and concerns were supported by the research.

Not only did we learn that any mining operation would severely harm the region and its ecosystem and that there is a high risk of landslides, we also realized we would be far better off economically through responsible tourism.

Also our rich flora and bees could be used for organic beekeeping and botanical medicine.

We held our first demonstration in 1997 and our second in 2002. In both cases we collected more than 10,000 signatures in a petition against the exploration. Cominco withdrew from the project and handed over its license to another Canadian company, INMET Mining.

From the very beginning it was very clear to us that all the people of Artvin, no matter which political party one favored, young and old, any education level and occupation had to stand together and support our home.

Both companies tried very hard and used many dirty tricks to get the mining off the ground. Finally in 2005 the Green Artvin Association and Artvin Bar Association filed a lawsuit against the project.

It was the first time we went to court... but not the last.

Towards the end of 2008, Inmet Mining stated: “Occasionally we believed that we could be successful but we have understood that we could not succeed without the support of the people and the politicians”.
In the beginning of 2009, the Relevant Department of the Council of State nullified the license on the grounds that "the areas with the mining license are within the national park and touristic areas, the mining operation would not provide any substantial benefit to the country's economy, the unique natural beauties and the creatures would be harmed, Artvin is essentially on an area where the risk of landslide is high, there are active landslide areas, many scientific reports can be found asserting this risk, the mining activities in the area would also have adverse effects on the flora and fauna, the activity is within the scope of EIA directive as of the date the license was granted, the licensing was carried out in an illegal way, the EIA favorable report was not requested and therefore the operating license and all the licenses should be annulled."

The decision was finalized after a review rejected the company again.
In 2012 the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources announced that within the scope of the new mining law, it was going to contract out 1344 mining sites in Turkey.

Artvin and Cerateppe were included.
After my husband’s death I retired and taught myself to run his pastry shop. It allowed me to continue our environmental struggle and stay independent.

I raised my kids and owe nobody anything!

Actually, the shop functioned more as a social meeting place. I’ve an ear for everyone.

Do we really need more gold in this world? Even if it’ll cost the lives of future generations?

Here in Artvin we have unspoken laws that every villager knows and respects. We wouldn’t even let a hen run free in certain areas knowing it’ll cause harm to Cerattepe and increase the risks of a landslide.

Everything should be done in regards to the laws to protect nature and life, not in regards to someone’s creed.

Neşe Karahan gave up her pastry shop in 2016 to fully focus on her work for the Green Artvin Association.
We file a lawsuit and they use the time until the court decision to start the work, pushing thorough in a hurry. Once the trees are cut for example, the damage we oppose to in that very same lawsuit, is done and the trees are cut in vain.

Squeezed between the thread of landslides or toxic water, they offer us no alternatives to our concerns. Instead we have been ignored, patronized and criminalized.

These kind of bully politics are meant to wear us out.

The administration's message is clear:

"We will do whatever we want and we won't save you nor do we care what happens to you".

Bedrettin Kalın lawyer and board member of Green Artvin Association
In February 2012, all the representatives of the NGOs, including the mayor of Artvin and other regional deputies, went to Ankara to meet with the parliamentary groups and energy ministry to discuss this decision of the Ministry of Energy.

MINISTRY OF ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES REPUBLIC OF TURKEY

In the meantime:

(Here you go)

We'll re-examine and check whether the above- or underground is more valuable!

ÖZALTIN HOLDING

MINING LICENSE

MINING LICENSE

ROYALTIES

PLOP!

← CEO MEHMET CENGİZ

CENGİZ HOLDING
Among the main suspects of the Dec. 25, 2013 corruption investigation, which implicated a number of high-ranking government officials and their families in alleged acts of bribery, bid-rigging for government contracts, money-laundering and gold smuggling, was businessmen Mehmet Cengiz, who illegally took the Cerettepe contract.

We'll put it into this nation's cunt.
No Worries!

Due to the nationwide publicity and the reactions of the people of Artvin, the company changed the project for the time being. Benefiting from gaps in the regulations of the EIA, the company nonetheless tried to enter Cerattepe many times.
Yrd. Doç. Dr. Oğuz KURDOĞLU
Ecology, Forestry, Environmental Science

Karadeniz Technical University
Department of Forest Engineering

They hadn’t expected so much resistance from a “3rd world country” like Turkey. It doesn’t matter if it’s a foreign company or a Turkish one like Cengiz.

In the end we’ll be left poisoned and destroyed and the profit goes out of the country.

Our main focus is landslide. The level of destruction prior to the actual mining by explosions and heavy machinery will cause widespread landslides which will make Artvin unliveable.

It is for this reason that nobody here is factionalised. We all want the same thing regardless of which party one belongs.

We want Artvin to continue to exist.

We could easily use solar energy. But when we ask why this isn’t a possibility for Turkey we’re accused of being enemies of the state.

Every pita-bread seller has the right to be an “expert” on mining without having any knowledge or expertise on the subject. I have two Master degrees, it’s my profession for so many years, yet I’m being ridiculed and not allowed to say anything. Why? Because the pita-bread seller is right solely by being a party member and therefore is backed by the ruling party.

There is no reasoning because this mining project has the full backing of the party leadership.

Either Artvin or the mine!
2014 - Since the court did not grant a motion for stay of execution, we started a 24-hour watch for 15 days at Cerattepe in order to prevent the company carrying out any operations in the field.

This was the first watch.
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In order to actually start the mining the company needed to build roads for transportation of equipment and later to transport the minerals. They needed to imprint the trees, transport trucks and equipment and finally commence the cutting of trees.

We received information that the Regional Directorate of Forestry and the mining company would commence cutting the trees. Not only did we prevent this but the company's security personnel were compelled to return to Artvin.

Very early one morning, the company accompanied by the gendarmerie and police tried to access Çerattepe. Again, we stopped them.

The mining company tried to transport trucks and construction equipment to Çerattepe via another road through the Oruçlu village. They were stopped and had to return.
The Turkey Union of Chambers of Architects and Engineers published its in-depth report stating in the conclusion that all these developments and efforts by the company showed that there was no serious planning by the company that things change daily and that it is not reliable.

Meanwhile the Rize Administrative Court decided that we were right on the case to annule the EIA favorable report. The EIA positive report was cancelled. This was celebrated with the local folk dances. However, the mining company was able to take the EIA Positive decision for the second time based on a made up circular. The second case was resumed with 751 people for the cancellation of this decision in July 2015. Since the mining company attempted to go up to Cerattepe, without any court decision, we started the watch on 21 June 2015 which was to last 245 days.

In the week the case was opened, a new committee was formed instead of the one which canceled the earlier decision. This committee dragged out the case for 9 months by neither granting a motion for a stay of execution nor taking a decision on detection. Until the events of February 2016.

The second watch we started would last for 245 days.
On 15 February 2016, we received news that a large number of security forces were heading to Artvin.

The same night, the people of Artvin gathered at the Atmaca district to prevent the company from reaching Cerattepe illegally.

We informed the security forces about the ongoing legal process. It didn't matter. For the first time in our lives we, the people of Artvin, were attacked with gas and rubber bullets.
We resisted the assault and as usual the tradesmen in Artvin closed down their shops and put signs in their windows stating: “This workplace shall be closed as soon as there is an assault on Cerattepe” on their windows. After the clashes lasted two days, the company reached Cerattepe accompanied by the security forces.
After these events, on March 14th, the court took a decision to gather more information at Cerattepe. The people of Artvin met the discovery committee with great respect and maturity.

ADALET MÜLKÜN TEMELİDİR

Justice is the foundation of property.

This case was held on extraordinary terms on September 19, 2016.

The prior day in the aftermath of the failed coup the monthly renewwed state of emergency laws were implemented.

With the unanimous, unlawful and unjust decision of the appointed experts and the chosen judges, our case was rejected and the entrance of mining company was opened.
Feb 2016 – Upon request by Green Artvin Association a meeting was organized with Prime Minister Davutoğlu and the ministers. The association informed the Prime Minister about the legal process and the ecological structure of Cerattepe. The Prime Minister stated that the mining activities would be ceased until the legal process is concluded and he would continue to hold meetings with us until this process is concluded.

**CLOSED MINING FORMULA FOR CERATTEPE**

Cerattepe

(It's 22 hectares and the company has been given an operation permit for 240 hectares) Just a 22 Hectare area

3x as much trees will be planted
only about 3500 trees will be cut
(This is the amount for the road expansion work which already has been cut. Ultimately 50,300 trees will be cut)

We don't live in the dark ages anymore!

There is no such thing as “closed mining”.

With a wave of protests spilling across Turkey, Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu was compelled to take action, but he did not follow Erdoğan’s example during the Gezi Park protests. After a two-hour meeting with both sides on Feb. 24, he announced that work at Cerattepe was suspended until an ongoing judicial process on the issue was completed. The move injected some hope to the protest movement and the tensions subsided, pending the court’s next exploratory study in the area, set for March 24.
Since 2013 we’re witnessing a very well planned provocation in the name of trees.

But it’s not about the trees!!

Only three days after the Feb. 24 meeting, however, Erdoğan took the stage, blasting the protest and calling it a junior Gezi.

Don’t for once believe this has been planned in Turkey. No, this is an inside and outside operation. These are the off-springs of Gezi Park!

Just because 4 or 5 trees will be cut.

Given Erdoğan’s great clout over both the company and the judiciary, his outburst overshadowed Davutoğlu’s conciliatory approach, heralding fresh tensions.

Why doesn’t the government want to understand? A whole city is resisting with their elderly, their youth, their women and men. Why are their concerns refused to be heard? We all know about Mehmet Cengiz, a party tied businessman who in the past insulted the people of this nation! Which still angers me a lot! You claim to be a social state, so why won’t you listen!

But now we know what their true intentions are!
We have no knives nor weapons - yet, they branded us 'terrorists'!
Have they no decency?!
All we want is to protect our nature!

You say our actions are illegal, but protecting THEM is legal??

The nation's police has become Cengiz henchmen!
SHAME ON YOU!

We want to protect OUR Artvin!

We the people of Artvin want to go to Cераттеpe!
We want to see if any of the trees have been cut.
You have NO right to deny us this!

From this day on the police who refuse to protect the people are responsible for their actions!

We prayed for your safety because you are OUR police and soldiers and you thanked us by pepper spraying us!

Whoever you are up there come down and talk to US! You forced me to swallow SO2-gas and I STILL say: NO TO MINING!
I dare you, if you're a man you come down and talk to us!

WHY DO YOU LAUGH...
People came from Artvin and other areas came in support. At the emergency entrance to the state hospital, police used tear gas and plastic bullets, injuring many.

The people dispersed and organized a sit-in in front of the governor's office.

and filed a criminal complaint against the Artvin Governor, Police Commissioner and Gendarmerie Regional Commander for use of excessive force and allowing the company to access the area in an illegal way.

We protested every night by banging on pots and pans.
Not only did the Council of State, Turkey's highest administrative court, rule in favor of the mining company, contradicting its decision in 2013, but it also extended the mining area from its 250 hectare to 4156 hectare and allowed the mining company to pursue any kind of future mining activities.

Meanwhile, hundreds of human rights defenders have been prosecuted for harming the forest during the 245 days and nights when they, in the rain, snow and cold, were guarding the forests against harm.

One of the many lawsuits filed against us was for damaging the forest during our watch.
Currently we live under emergency laws in Turkey. Every walk, press release, declaration, poster, banner, sit-in are prohibited. Employees in public institutions are threatened not to participate in these actions. Due to this heavy pressure it's hard to execute our democratic rights and duties. Yet we're the keeper of these mountains. To protect our nature is our life.

Never in my lifetime have I seen our creeks like this. The water smells... no bee will survive this. Nor will we.

Oğuz Kuroğlu Retweeted
özernakdemir @ozernakdemir · Jun 26
The mine began to contaminate Cerrape !
Green Artvin Association took a water sample of mud and oil flowing streams
content://media/external/file/154560

All the excavations and chemical waste generated during the construction of the road for the second tunnel turned our clean water sources into a polluted sludge and oil.

"In the long term, if the region's eco-tourism potential is realized, both the likelihood of mining operations will decrease and more people will benefit from the beauty of the region. Of course, it will also provide better income to the local people."